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A theorem of Kalton and Wilansky asserts that a bounded linear operator 
between Banach spaces is Tauberian if and only if it maps each bounded non- 
relatively weakly compact set onto a non-relatively weakly compact set. In the 
present note this result is generalised to arbitrary linear transformations 
T: D(T) c X + Y, where X and Y are normed spaces. This characterisation is then 
used to derive a theory of Tauberian operators in this more general setting, where 
only the linearity of T is assumed. f 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
Tauberian operators appeared in [KW] in response to a problem in 
summability [GaW]. Since their emergence in [KW, Y] they have found 
a growing number of applications (see, e.g., [Gn2]). Unbounded 
Tauberian operators were introduced in [C6]. The aim of the present note 
is to present the Kalton-Wilansky theory in its most general form without 
any assumptions of continuity on the operator or of completeness on the 
underlying normed spaces. The inverse of a bounded injective operator is 
the simplest nontrivial example of a Tauberian operator in the more 
general sense treated here. 
Consider an arbitrary transformation T: D(T) c X -+ Y where X and Y 
are normed spaces. The first and second adjoints of T are operators 
T’:D(T’)c Y’+D(T)’ and T”:D(T”)cD(T)“+D(T’)‘. Let Q denote 
the natural quotient map from Y” onto Y”/D( T’)‘. With the natural iden- 
tification of D(T’)’ with QY”, we call the operator T Tuuberian [C6] if 
(T”) ~’ (Qf) c d(T)“. In the case of bounded operators in Banach spaces 
this definition coincides with that of [KW] the defining condition now 
taking the form (T”)-’ (P) c 2. The following reformulation of the 
Kalton-Wilansky characterisation [KW, 3.21 is seen to hold in the general 
case: The operator T is Tauberian if and only if T maps bounded non- 
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relatively a(z, X’) compact sets onto non-relatively a( Y, D( T’)) compact 
sets (Corollary 2.5). 
An operator T is called an F+-operator [C3, C4] if there is a finite 
codimensional subspace A4 for which (T/M) ~’ exists and is continuous. 
The F, -operators can be viewed as a generalisation of the closed 
4 +-operators in Banach spaces and they have some additional properties 
(see, e.g., [C4, CS]). In particular, F+-operators are Tauberian [C9]. Let 
us call a normed space prerej7exiue if its completion is reflexive. Suppose 
that T is Tauberian. Then prereflexive subspaces of Y have prereflexive 
preimages under T (Theorem 5.1), and in particular the null space of T is 
prereflexive. A relatively open operator is Tauberian if and only if its null 
space is prereflexive (Theorem 4.6). In particular, if T is a closed operator 
between Banach spaces with closed range, then T is Tauberian if and only 
if its null space is reflexive [C9, 2.73. If the adjoint of T is Tauberian then 
T is called co-Tauberian. Bounded co-Tauberian operators are considered 
in [T, Y, Gnl, Gn2, GnOl, Gn02] and have properties dual to those of 
Tauberian operators. The operator T is said to be an F--operator [CL] 
if its adjoint is an F+-operator (equivalently, a 4 +-operator). It follows 
that F--operators, in particular operators with D( T’) = (0), are 
co-Tauberian; some examples of differential operators T with D( T’) = (0) 
are given in [CL]. Closed Fredholm operators in Banach spaces are both 
Tauberian and co-Tauberian. If D(T) contains no prereflexive subspace 
then T is Tauberian if and only if T is an F.-operator [C6, 4.4; C9]. If 
T is a continuous operator, then T is an F.-operator if and only if T is 
Tauberian and preserves mere weak Cauchy sequences [C7, Theorem 61. 
The Tauberian property is invariant under restriction to linear subspaces 
(Theorem 2.12), and in the case of closable operators, also under closure 
(Corollary 5.5). The class of Tauberian operators is stable under weakly 
compact perturbation [C9, 2.21. We have the following generalisation of a 
result of Gonzalez and Onieva [Gn02] : T is Tauberian if and only if for 
every precompact everywhere defined operator K the operator T + K has 
prereflexive null space. Observe that every operator with prereflexive 
domain is Tauberian; this simple fact often obviates the need to provide 
counterexamples. For instance one sees at once that the converse of 
Corollary 2.6 below is false by letting Z be prereflexive. 
Since D(T) is not assumed complete we can with advantage extend the 
Tauberian concept. Let E be a linear subspace of b(T) containing D(T). 
Then T is called E- Tuuberian if ( T”) - ’ (Q Y) c i. In particular D( T)- 
Tauberian operators are termed strongly Tauberian. The main result of this 
paper is Theorem 2.4 characterizing E-Tauberian operators. Thereafter the 
investigation concentrates chiefly on the cases E = D(T) and E = 6(T). 
Strongly Tauberian closable operators carry the closed unit ball to a closed 
set (Corollary 3.4). Examples of strongly Tauberian closable operators 
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include the following: (i) all operators with reflexive domain, (ii) all 
relatively open operators with reflexive null space (Theorem 4.6) (iii) all 
adjoint operators T such that N( T”) c D(T)” (Corollary 3.5). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The following notation wil be used. X, Y, Z,... denote normed linear 
spaces and T always denotes a linear transformation defined on a subspace 
D(T) of X with range R(T) contained in Y. The class of such operators T 
is denoted by L(X, Y). Let M be a linear subspace of X. Then 
7’/M ( = T/Mn D(T)) denotes the restriction of T to M. .Jf, and Qf, 
respectively denote the natural injection of M into X and the natural 
quotient map of X onto X/M. When X is understood, Jz and QL are 
abbreviated as .I,,,, and Q,,,, respectively. Note that TJ,w~ L(M, Y) while 
T/MEL.(X, Y). The adjoint T’ of T is the adjoint of TJ,(., in the usual 
sense [Gl, SO]. The completions of D(T) and N(T) are written 6(T) and 
fi( T), respectively. The graph G(T) of T is the subspace {(.I-, TX): 
XE D( T)) of Xx Y endowed with the norm Il(.u, v)]l = llxll + 113//l. T is 
called closable if the closure of G(T) is a graph; in that case the operator 
with graph G(T) is denoted by T. T is said to be closed if G(T) is closed. 
The operator T, is defined by To E I-.(Xx Y, Y), D( TG) = G(T), and 
Tcl(s, TX) = TX (XE D( T)) [ClO]. The quantity y(T), called the minimum 
modulus of T, is defined as follows [Kt] : y(T) = sup{? : 11 Ilull 3 
7 d(.u, N(T)) for all I E D(T) ). The closed unit ball of X is denoted by B.,. 
T is called relatiuely open if TB, contains a ball in R(T). Clearly T is 
relatively open if and only if y( T) > 0. Also -J T) = x8 if and only if N( T) 
is dense in D(T) (see, e.g., [LZ] ). The operator T is called bounded if it is 
continuous and D(T) = X, precompact if TB,y is totally bounded, and 
stric’tl~, singular ( [C2]; cJ:[D]) if (T/M) ’ exists and is continuous only 
when M is finite dimensional. If Y is complete then all precompact 
operators in L(X, Y) are compact. T is nuclear ($[P]) if T=x’F .u: 011, 
where {.y: i c X’, (~3; f c Y’ and z,X 11.~: II II~,ll < $xX. The normed space X is 
called very’ irrefe.xiue (VIR) if it contains no infinite dimensional preflexive 
subspace. 
We define the following seminorms on Y: 
IMI - sup{ (J’JI : j-’ E B,, T’j) OIT’I -
ll.ill , = sup ( 1.1”.r] : ~1’ E D( T’) and 11.4 + II T’y’ll d 1 }. 
Let Y,,.,, and Y, respectively denote the seminormed spaces ( Y, I/. II D, =‘,) 
and ( Y,ll . II , ). Evidently l/.~/l , 6 II.4 D,r., 6 Ilj’(I. Write T, = JFT. Then T, is 
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continuous and we have D( T ,‘) c Y; c D( T’) c Y’. where Y’ is regarded as 
a linear subspace of the algebraic dual of Y. 
We adopt the following standard definition of relative compactness 
(compactness). A subset W of a topological space is said to be relativel>. 
compact (compact) if every net in W has a convergent subnet (respectively, 
a subnet converging to a point of W). 
1.1. LEMMA. G(T') is a o( Y’, Y)x o(D(T)‘, D(T)) closed subset of 
Y’xD(T)’ (cj: [C6. 3.11). 
1.2. COROLLARY. T’B,,.,, is o(D( T)‘, D(T)) closed. 
1.3. THEOREM. Let T be Tauberian (strongly Tauberian) and let S be a 
bounded weakly compact operator. Then T + S is Tauberian (resp., stronglJ9 
Tauberian ). 
Proqf: The first statement is [C9, 2.21. The second statement has a 
similar proof obtained by replacing B(T) by D(T) in 2.2 of [CS]. 1 
2. GENERALISATION OF THE KALTON-WILANSKY CRITERION 
2.1. THEOREM. Let E be a linear subspace of 6( T) containing D(T). The 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) N( T”) c E. 
(ii) Every bounded sequence (x,) in D(T) for which a( Y, D(T’)) - 
lim TX, = 0 (alternatively, 11 TX,, 11 o,r.) + 0) has a a( E, X’) convergent 
subsequence. 
Prooj (i) = (ii) [CS]. Assume (i) and let (x,) be a bounded sequence 
in D(T) such that a( Y, D( T’)) - lim TX,, = 0. The set {.tn) is a relatively 
a(D( T)“, D(T)‘) compact set in D(T)” and so (a,) has a subnet (+<,,) 
which is a(D( T)“, D(T)‘) convergent to a point x” ED(T)“. But 
a(D( T’)‘, D( T’)) - lim T”.f,,. = Q(a( Y, D( T’)) - lim TX,,.) * = 0. Hence by 
Lemma 1.1, X”E D( T”) and T”.u” =O. Therefore X”E E by (i). Let s” =1 
where I E E. Then we have o(E, D(T)‘) - lim x,,, = 4. This shows that the 
set Is,,) is relatively cr(E, D(T)‘) countably compact, hence relatively 
o(E, D(T)‘) sequentially compact, i.e., (x,,) has a G( E, D(T)‘) convergent 
subsequence. Therefore (i) 3 (ii). The alternative assertion follows 
immediately. 
(ii) * (i). Since the first assertion of (ii) implies the second assertion, we 
need only consider the second alternative. Assume that the second assertion 
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of (ii) holds, and let x”EN(T”) where I]x”jI = 1. Suppose in the first 
instance that T is continuous; in particular we have D( T’) = Y’, D( T”) = 
D(T)“, and T”eL(D(T)“, Y”). Choose a net (x,) in B,(,, such that 
a(D( T)“, D(T)‘) - lim 1, = x”. Then we have a( Y”, Y’) - lim T”.<, = 
T”x” = 0, and thus (T( Y, Y’) - lim TX, = 0. Let C, = co {x,: 7 3 CI). Since 
the cr( Y, Y’) and norm closures of the convex set TC, coincide and contain 
0, there exists a sequence (c:) in C, for which IlTc”, II -PO. By (ii), (c”,) has 
a subsequence. which we assume for simplicity to be itself, with is a( E, A”) 
convergent to some point c, E E; moreover, since C, is convex, c, E c’, 
(norm closure). By Lemma 1.1, E,ED( T”) and T”E, =O. Now let (c,~) be 
an arbitrary sequence in the set (c,). Smce L’,, E Ec D( T) there exists a 
sequence (u,) in D(T) such that ]Iu,, - c,,II d l/n. Then IlTu,,II = 
IIT”(u,, - P’,)” ]I < I/T”ll/n -+ 0. Hence by (ii), (u,,) has a subsequence, 
which for simplicity we assume to be itself, o(E, X’) convergent to 
u E E, say. Now for x’ E D(T)’ we have I.Y’(u,, - c,,)I 6 Is’(u,, - L4)l + 
I.Y’(L’,, - u,,)I < Ix’(z4,, - z4)I + IlXll/n + 0. Thus a(E,X’)-limc,=u~E. 
This shows that {cz) is relatively o(E, Y’) sequentially compact and hence 
(by Eberlein’s Theorem, and the angelic property [F, Chap. 31) relatively 
o(E, Y’) compact. Therefore (c,) has a c(E, Y’) convergent subnet, again 
assumed to be itself. Let a( E, Y’) - lim c, = c. We claim that E = x”. Indeed 
if W is a closed convex a( D( T)“, D(T)‘) neighbourhood of X” we can deter- 
mine CI~ such that ,f,~ W for M >cx,, and since Wx (Ci,)” (norm closure) 
for N > czO, we have E, E W for c( > CI,,. Consequently X” = E as claimed. Since 
c E E, (i) follows. This completes the proof of (ii) 3 (i) for the case when T 
is continuous. Now let T be an arbitrary operator. Let (s,,) be a 
bounded sequence in D(T) such that II T,x,,II + 0. Then for .I” E D( T’), 
Iy’Tx,I/( /I.~‘11 + II T’y’II ) --f 0 and thus I,v’Tx,,l + 0, i.e., CT( Y, D( T’)) - 
lim TX,, = 0. Hence by (ii) (first alternative statement) (x,,) has a ~(6 A”) 
convergent subsequence. This shows that T, satisfies condition (ii) (both 
statements). Since T, is continuous, it follows from what has been proved 
above that N( T,“)c 6. The proof is completed by verifying that 
N( T”) c N( T;‘). Since evidently D( T,‘) c D( T’). we have for I ED(T) and 
~7’ E D( T,‘) that T;J~‘x = y’T,x = y’ TX = T’J”s, whence T’J~’ = T,‘J,’ for 
~5’ E D( T,‘). Hence 0 = T”x”J~’ = .u”T’y’ = x”T,fy’ = T,“x”J, for ~9’ E D( T;), 
i.e., T;‘s” = 0 as required. 1 
2.2. COROLLARY. (a) If T is Tauberian then N(T) is prereflexive 
[C6, 4.11. 
(b) [f T is strongly Tauberian then N(T) is reflexive. 
2.3. LEMMA [C6, 3.91. Let E be a linear subspace of B(T) containing 
D(T). Zf N( T“) E .!? and if Q(m,O) h c T”E, bvhere CJ = a( Y, D( T’)), then T 
is E- Tauberian. 
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2.4. THEOREM. Let E be a linear subspace of D( T) containing D(T). The 
follokrg statements are equivalent: 
(i) T is E-Tauberian 
(ii) For every bounded subset B of D(T), if TB is relatively 
a( Y, D( T’)) compact (alternatively, relatively D( T’)-seminorm compact) 
then B is relatively a(E, X’) compact. 
Proof. (i) * (ii) [CS]. Assume (i), let B c D( T) be bounded, and let TB 
be relatively a( Y, D( T’)) compact. Let (x,) be a net in B. Then (a) has a 
a(D( T)“, D(T)‘) convergent subnet, which we assume for simplicity to be 
(.t,) itself. Let X” = a(D( T)“, D(T)‘) - lim -fil. The net (TX,) has a subnet 
(again assumed to be itself) which is a( Y, D( T’)) convergent o some point 
J’E Y. We have (T”.f,) ~9’ -+ ~‘4’ = QJ$’ (I” E D( T’)). Hence by Lemma 1.1, 
?I” E D( T”) and T”x” = Qj. Condition (i) now gives X” = 1 for some x E E, 
proving that (x,) has a a(E, D(T)‘) convergent subnet. 
(ii) = (i). Since the first assertion of (ii) implies the alternative statement, 
it only remains to prove that the latter implies (i). Assume the second 
assertion in (ii) holds. As in the proof of the second part of Theorem 2.1 
we first suppose that T is continuous. Let y ETB, and choose a sequence 
(-yn) in BDcT, such that TX,* + y. Then (TX,} is relatively compact. By 
(ii), (x,,} is relatively a(& X’) compact and hence relatively a(E, X’) 
sequentially compact. Thus there exists .Y E B, and a subsequence of 
(x,) o(E, D(T)‘) convergent to x. Then T”.t= Qp. This shows that 
Q( TB,) A c T”(6). Since the norm and weak closures of TB, coincide, 
Lemma 2.3 shows that to establish (i) it is sufficient to prove that 
N(r”)c I?. To this end, let (z,,) be a bounded sequence in D(T) such that 
IITz,Ij --f 0. Then by (ii), (z,~) is relatively a(E, X’) compact, and hence, 
arguing as above, (2,) has a a(E, X’) convergent subsequence. Therefore 
N(T”) c i? by Theorem 2.1, showing that (ii) +- (i) in the case when T is 
continuous. Now let T be an arbitrary operator. Let B be a bounded subset 
of D(T) such that T, B is relatively compact (in the Y,-norm topology). 
Then TB is easily seen to be relatively a( Y, D( T’)) compact (consider a net 
(TX,) and argue as in the proof of (ii) Z- (i) of Theorem 2.1). Hence by (ii), 
B is relatively a(E, X’) compact. Since T, is continuous it follows from 
the first part that ( Ti) ~ ’ ( 9) c 2. It only remains to verify that 
(T”)‘(QY)c(T,“)‘(Y). Let T”x”=Qt where x”ED(T”) and YEY. 
Then for ~3’ ED( T;) c D( T’) we have y’y = Qtr = T”s”y’ = ~“T’J,’ = 
.x”T,‘?,’ = T,“x”J~‘. Therefore T;‘.u” =F as required and the proof is 
complete. 1 
2.5. COROLLARY. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) T is Tauberian (strongly Tauberian). 
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(ii) T maps bounded non-relatively a(z, X’) (resp. o(D( T), X’)) 
compuct sets onto non-relatioely o( Y, D( T’)) compact sets. 
(iii) T maps bounded non-relutioely a( 2, X’) (resp., o( D( T), X’)) 
compact sets onto non-relatiL~e1~~ D( T’)-seminorm compact sets. 
2.6. COROLLARY. Let T be Tuuberian and let A E L(Z, X) be a bounded 
operator such that J:FA is Tauberian. Then TA is Tauberian. 
Proqf: J-et B be a bounded subset of D( TA) such that TA(B) is 
relatively a( Y, D( ( TA)‘)) compact. Clearly D( T’) c D( ( TA )‘). Hence 
TA(B) is relatively o( Y, D( T’)) compact. Therefore A(B) is relatively 
~(2, X’) compact by Corollary 2.5. Since J,yA is Tauberian, it follows 
similary that B is ~(2, Z’) compact. Therefore TA is Tauberian 
(Corollary 2.5 ). 1 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let T be strongly Tauberian and let A E L(Z, X) be a 
bounded strongly Tauberian operator. Then TA is strongly Tauberian. 
2.8. COROLLARY. Let A E L( Y, Z) be a bounded operator. Jf AT is 
E-Tauberian then so is T. 
Prooj: Let AT be E-Tauberian and let B be a bounded subset of D(T) 
such that TB is relatively a( Y, D( T’)) compact. We claim that ATB is 
relatively a( A Y, D( (AT)‘)) compact. Let (x,) be a net in B. By hypothesis 
(TX,) has a subnet, assumed for simplicity to be itself, such that 
,*‘T.u, + )“I’ for some ~9 E Y and every y’ E D( T’). Now (AT)’ = T’A’ since 
2 is bounded and therefore D((AT)‘) = (A’) -’ (D( T’)). Hence for 
:‘E D((AT)‘) we have A’?’ E D( T’) and so A’z’Tx, = z’AT.u, + Az’y = ?Ay, 
showing that AT.ySI is a(A Y, D((AT)‘)) relatively compact as claimed. 
Therefore B is a( E, D(( AT)‘)) relatively compact, since AT is E-Tauberian. 
Hence we obtain the result by Theorem 2.4. 1 
2.9. COROLLARY. Let N(T) be relativel~~ closed in D(T). If T is 
E-Tauberian then so is i? 
Recall that the operator S= Q,,F.,L T is a closable operator [Ko] 
with the properties D(S’) = D( T’), T’J~’ = S’y’ (I” E D( T’)) and S” = T” 
([C6, 3.31; see also [Ll]). 
2.10. COROLLARY. The operator T is E-Tauberian if and only if the 
associated closable operator Q D, T, ,L T is E- Tauberian. 
Proof: Sufficiency is contained in Corollary 2.8. For the converse, 
assume that T is E-Tauberian, set S = Q -“, T.II T, and let S”x” = Qj. Since 
S” = T” we have immediately that x” E E. Therefore S is E-Tauberian. 1 
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2.11. LEMMA. Let M be a linear subspace of X. Then 
(a) Jff is Tauberian 
(b ) if M is closed, then Jx is strongly Tauberian. 
Proof: Write J= Jf, and let J”m” = .x! where m” E M” and ,Y E X. Then 
XER(J)=R (see, e.g., [C6,4.5(3)]). Let (mk) be a sequence in M such 
that mk --) X. Then J”(&,) = ril, + St = J”(m”) whence J”(k, - ni’) + 0. But 
J” has a continuous inverse (see, e.g., [Gl, II.4.11]). Hence Krk - m” + 0. 
Therefore m” E i@c &, showing that J is Tauberian, and strongly 
Tauberian in case M is closed. 1 
2.12. THEOREM. (a) The restriction of a Tauberian operator to an 
arbitrary linear subspace is Tauberian. 
(b) The restriction of a strongly Tauberian operator to any closed 
subspace is strongly Tauberian. 
ProoJ: (a) Let M be a linear subspace of X. Then Jf, is Tauberian by 
Lemma 2.11. Hence if T is Tauberian so is TJf, by Corollary 2.6. Therefore 
T/M is Tauberian. 
(b) This is similar. 1 
3. FURTHER CHARACTERISATIONS OF TAUBERIAN OPERATORS 
3.1. THEOREM. Let T be E-Tauberian (D(T) c E c 6( T)). Then .for et>erJl 
bounded convex subset C of D(T) trhich is relatively closed in E, QTC is 
a( Q Y, D( T’)) sequentially closed, \llhere Q = QD, r. ,i. 
ProofI Write S= Q,,r..,I T and Z= Q,,.,,, Y. Then S is closable, with 
D( T’) = D(S’) and T” = S” (see the remark following Corollary 2.9). Also 
S is E-Tauberian by Corollary 2.10. Let C be a bounded convex subset of 
D(T) relatively closed in E, and let (x,) be a sequence in C such that 
; = o(Z, D(S’)) - lim SX,. Since {SX,,} is a relatively a(Z, D(S’)) compact 
subset of Z it follows from Theorem 2.4 that {xn} is relatively o(E, D(S)‘) 
compact and hence relatively sequentially a( E, D(S)‘) compact. Accord- 
ingly (x,) has a a(E, D(S)‘) convergent subsequence with limit XE E say. 
Since C is convex and norm closed in E, we have .Y E C. By the weak* 
continuity of T”, Qi=T”i=Q(Tx)“. Thus Q(z-Sx)“z’=O=z’(z-Sx) 
for z’ E D(S’). Since S is closable, D(S’) is total [Gl, 11.2.1 l] and hence 
z=s*x.. 1 
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3.2. PROPOSITION. Let TB, be D(T’)-seminorm closed, and let 
N( T”) c i?, where D(T) c E c B(T). Then T is E-Tauberian. 
Proof Let B be a subset of B,,,, such that TB is relatively D(T’)- 
seminorm compact. Let (x,,) be a sequence in B. Passing to a subsequence 
if necessary we may assume that (Tx,,) is D( T’)-seminorm convergent. By 
hypothesis there exists XE B,,., such that llT(s,, -.u)II~,~.) + 0. Then by 
[C6, 3.61 the sequence (x,, - X) has a a(E, D(T)‘) convergent subnet. This 
shows that B is relatively countable a( E, D(T)‘) compact, hence relatively 
a( E, D(T)‘) sequentially compact, and hence relatively a( E, D(T)‘) 
compact [F]. Therefore T is E-Tauberian by Theorem 2.4. m 
We now come to the main result of this section. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let T be closable. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) T is strong117 Tauberian 
(ii) N(T”)cD(T)” and for ever?? bounded convex relatively closed 
subset C of D( T), TC is o( Y, D( T’)) sequentially closed 
(iii) N( T”) c D(T) A and TB,y is CJ( Y, D( T’)) sequentially closed 
(iv) N(T”)cD(T)^ and TB,y is D( T’)-seminorm closed. 
Prooj We have (i)* (ii) by Theorem 3.1 and (iv)*(i) by Proposi- 
tion 3.2, while the remaining implications (ii) =- (iii) * (iv) are trivial. 1 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let T be closable and strongI)? Tauberian. Then TBX is 
closed. 
3.5. COROLLARY. T’ is strongly Tauberian if and onI)? if N( T”‘) c 
D( T’)“. 
Proof. Combine Corollary 1.2 with Theorem 3.3. 1 
A well-known result in Fredholm Theory asserts that if T is a bounded 
operator between Banach spaces then T is a 4 +-operator if and only if 
N( T+ C) is finite dimensional for every compact operator C [H, 6.12.41. 
An analogous characterisation for bounded Tauberian operators is 
obtained by Gonzalez and Onieva in [Gn02]. The following theorem 
generalises their result. 
3.6. THEOREM. The follobiing statements are equivalent: 
(i) T is Tauberian (strongly Tauberian) 
(ii) N( T + W) is prereflexive (resp. yfi’exive) for every bounded 
weakly compact operator W 
(iii) N( T + K) is prerefexive (resp. reflexive) for every bounded 
nuclear operator K. 
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Proof: (i) * (ii). This is immediate from Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 2.2. 
(ii) = (iii). This is immediate. 
(iii) * (i). Suppose that T is not Tauberian. By Corollary 2.5 there exists 
a bounded non-relatively ~(a( T), D(T)‘) compact subset B of D(T) 
for which TB is relatively D( T’)-seminorm compact, hence relatively 
sequentially D( T’)-seminorm compact. Let (s,,) be a bounded sequence 
in B without o(b( T), D(T)‘) convergent subsequences such that 
II T-y,, - ~‘11 o, ~‘1 + 0 where y E Y. By a result of Kadec and Pelczynski (see, e.g., 
[S, 531) (x,,) has a basic subsequence, which for simplicity we again denote 
by (?I,,). Let (x,‘,) be the Hahn-Banach extensions in X’ of the associated 
sequence of coefficient functionals. Since (x,‘,) is bounded we may suppose 
(passing to a subsequence if necessary) that 11 T.u,, - )‘I/ Df TS, IlxJ < 2 -‘I. 
Define the operator A by AX = C F s’,,(s)( TX,, -4’) (X E X). Then A is 
an everywhere defined nuclear operator and (T- A ) x,, = ~1 for every II. 
Let L be a HahnBanach extension of the one dimensional operator 
(T-A)/sp(s,) with range sp(y),. Put K= -L-A. Then (T+K)s,,=O. 
Hence Sp {I, ) c p( T + K). Clearly fi( T + K) is not reflexive as (.t.,, ) has no 
o(& T), D(T)‘) convergent subsequence. Therefore (iii) * (i). 
The proof of the second part of the theorem is similar. 1 
3.7. COROLLARY. The operator T is Tauberian (stronglJ3 Tauberian) ij 
and only (f N( T+ C) is prerejle.Gce (respective/j,, reflexive) for even’ 
bounded precompact operator C. 
4. RELATIVELY OPEN TAUBERIAN OPERATORS 
4.1. THEOREM. Let y( T’) > 0. Then T is Tauberian (strongly Tauberian) 
if and only> if N( T” ) c 6( T) h (resp. D( T) rz ). 
Proof Only sufficiency remains to be established. Assume N( T”) c b(T) ’ 
and let T”x” = Q$ where X” E D( T”) and J’ E Y. By [C6, 4.5(3)] there exists 
a sequence (s,) in D(T) such that y = lim TX,,. Then Qt = lim Q( TX,,)” = 
lim T”.t,,. Hence lim T”(x” - a,,) = 0 whence d(s” - .f,,, N( T”)) = 0 
since y(T’)>O*y(T”)>O. Thus d(x”, &T)A)=d(.u”-.~,,, 6(T)^)< 
11.~” - 9, + N( T”)ll -+ 0 whence X” E d(T) “. The proof of the second asser- 
tion is similar. 1 
We remark that )J( T’) >O holds whenever R(T) is complete. However, 
this case is more simply covered by the next proposition. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let T have closed range. Then T is Tauberian 
(strong)* Tauberian) ij” and onl! if N( T”) c 6( T) A (resp. D( T) ” ). 
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Proof. Necessity is immediate. Conversely assume that N( T”) c D(T) fi 
and let T”.u” = Qj (.u” ED(T”), YE Y). Then from [C9, 1.11, y= T.Y for 
some s E D(T). Then T”s” = Q( TX) .’ = T”4, whence x” - 1 E N( T”). 
Therefore X” E B(T) A. The second case is similar. 1 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let N be a closed subspace qf X. Then 
(a) QN is Tauberian if and only lf N is prerejlexive 
(b) QN is strongly Tauberian if and only if N [f wflexive. 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let N(T) be relatioel?’ closed in D(T) (e.g., !f T is 
closable). Then 
(a) T Tauberian * QNC T, Tauberian 
(b) T strongly Tauberian = Q,%r,T, strongI], Tauberian. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let y(T) > 0. Then the ,following statements are 
equicalen t : 
(i ) N( T) is prereflexioe (wflesitle ) 
(ii) N(T”)=fi(T)^ (resp. N(T)“) 
(iii) N(T”) c d( T)” (resp. D(T)” ). 
Proof: Since )I( T) > 0 we have R( T’) = N(T)’ where the annihilator is 
taken in D(T)’ (see, e.g., [CL, 4.231). Hence N(T”)= R(T’)l= N(T)ll. 
Assume (i). Then N(T)” =fl(T)‘,. Thus (i)=-(ii). Next (ii)=(iii) 
trivially. The implication (iii) * (i) is contained in Theorem 4.1 (combined 
with [CL, 4.231 since y(T) > 0 =- y( T’) > 0). The second assertions follow 
similary. 1 
4.6. THEOREM. Let y(T) > 0. Then T is Tauberian (strongly Tauberian) if 
and only if N(T) is prerefe.uh~e (resp., rejlexitle). In that case all the ecen 
adjoirlts T”, T’“‘, T”‘, . . . . are strongllq Tauberian. 
Proof. Only sufficiency remains to be established. Let m(T) be reflexive. 
Then T is Tauberian by Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.5. The second case 
is similar. Since y(T) > 0 3 )I( T’) > 0, the final assertion is clear. 1 
Note that in general T” need not be Tauberian if T is Tauberian (see 
[ AGn] for a counterexample ). 
4.7. COROLLARY. Let y( T’) > 0. Then T’ is srronglJ> Tauberiarl (f and 
onI>- if T is co-Tauberian. 
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The next proposition shows that the second implication (iii) * (i) of 
Proposition 4.5 holds without the assumption that y(T) > 0 provided only 
that N(T) is relatively closed in D(T). 
4.8. PROPOSITION. We have N( T”) c D(T) A =S T- ‘(D( T’),) is reflexive 
=a N( T) n D(T) is reflexive. 
Proof Write N= T-‘(D( T’).). Suppose that N(T”) c D( T)^. Let (x,) 
be a net in B,. Then T”1, = Q( Tx,) n = 0. Thus (x%} c N( T”). Since (Z,) 
is bounded it has a a(D( T)“, D(T)‘) convergent subnet, which for sim- 
plicity we assume to be itself. Let a(D( T)“, D(T)‘- lim i, = X”E BDCr,. 
Since N( T”) is o(D( T)“, D(T)‘) closed, we have T’x” = 0 so x” E N( T”) c 
D(T)“. Thus X” = .f where x E D(T). But then a(D( T), D(T)‘) - lim x, = .Y 
where Q( Tx) h = T”f = 0. Hence x E B,. Therefore B,V is o(N, D(T)‘) 
compact. Hence N is reflexive. Since N(T) is a subspace of N, it follows that 
the relative closure of N(T) in D(T) is reflexive. 1 
4.9. PROPOSITION. Let R( be weak * closed. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) N(T”)cD(T)” 
(ii) T-‘(D(T’),) is reflexive 
(iii) N(T”)= [Tp’(D(T’)I)]“. 
Proof (i) =- (ii). This is contained in Proposition 4.8. 
(ii)* (iii). Write S= Q,,..,,T. As noted earlier S is closable and we 
have R(T’)=R(S’) and T” =S”. Also N(S)= T-‘(D(T’),). Assume (ii). 
We have N(S)=R(S’), n D(S) since S is closable [Gl, X3.81. Hence 
N(Y), = R(Y)= =R(S’)= R(Y); ( since R(Y) is weak * closed) = N(S)l. 
Therefore N(Y) = N(S)” = N(S) A since N(S) is reflexive. It follows 
that N(T”)= N(S”)= N(S)‘, = [T-‘(D(T’).)]^. 
(iii) = (i). This is immediate. 1 
We remark that since v(T) > 0 o R( T’) = N( T)l (see, e.g., [CL, 4.231) it 
follows in particular that R( T’) is weak * closed whenever y(T) > 0. 
5. ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES 
5.1. THEOREM. (a) If T is strongly Tauberian then T- ‘(R) is reflexive 
for each reflexive subspace R of Y. 
(b) Let Y be complete. If T is Tauberian then T-‘(R) is prerejlexive 
-for each prereflexive subspace R of Y. 
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Proof: (a) Let R be a reflexive subspace of Y. Since T is strongly 
Tauberian, so is T, (this is proved for Tauberian operators in [ClO, 4.41 
and a similar proof gives the strongly Tauberian analogue). Write 
Q, = Q,‘. Then Q, is strongly Tauberian by Theorem 4.6. Hence Q, To is 
strongly Tauberian by Corollary 2.7. Now Q, T,(.Y, TX) = Q, TX = 0 o 
TXE Rose T-‘(R). Thus N(Q, T,) = T-‘(R) which is therefore reflexive 
by Corollary 2.2. The proof of (b) is similar using R instead of R. 1 
5.2. Remark. The converse of each part of Theorem 5.1 is false even for 
bounded operators in Banach spaces. For example, let T be a compact 
injective operator from co into itself. Then T has the property asserted but 
is not Tauberian since T”(/,) c cO. 
5.3. THEOREM. The folloGng statements are equivalent: 
(i) T is norchere Tauherian 
(ii) T is strictlJ3 singular and D(T) is VIR. 
If D(T) is complete then (i) and (ii) are equitlalent to: 
(iii) There is no closed infinite dimensional subspace A4 of D(T) for 
tvhich T/M is Tauberian. 
Proof: (i) * (ii). Let T be a nowhere Tauberian operator. Then clearly 
D(T) is VIR. Let M be an infinite dimensional subspace of D(T). Then 
T/M is not an F+-operator [C9], and therefore is somewhere precompact 
[C4, Corollary 4.1 Hence T is strictly singular by [Cl]. 
(ii) * (i). Assume (ii) and let M be a subspace of D(T) for which T/M 
is Tauberian. Then T/M is an F+-operator [C6,4.4]. The strict singularity 
of T/M now implies that M is finite dimensional. Thus (ii) * (i). 
Let D(T) be complete and assume (iii). Then (ii) follows by an argument 
similar to (i) = (ii) above. The remaining implications are immediate. 1 
Let T be closable. It is known that if T is an F+-operator then so is r 
[CS]. The corresponding property for Tauberian operators is an easy 
result. We have: 
5.4. PROPOSITION. Let T be a closable E-Tauberian operator, inhere 
D(T) c E c 8(T). Then D(T) c E and F is E-Tauberian. 
Proof: Let TX” = Q$ where x” E D( T”) and J E Y. Since r’ = T’, we 
have T”x” = Ql; and the E-Tauberian property gives X“ E t?, i.e., X” = s 
where x E E. It only remains to verify that D(T) c E. Let .U E D(T). Then 
T”st = Q( TF) A, whence *< El?, i.e., .U E E as required. 1 
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5.5. COROLLARY. Let T be closable. Then T is Tauberian if and only q’ 
r is Tauberian. 
5.6. COROLLARY. Closable strongly Tauberian operators are closed. 
5.7. EXAMPLE. A non-closable strongly Tauberian operator. Let X be 
an infinite dimensional Banach space and let f be a discontinuous linear 
functional on X. Let T= I+ .f @ x0 where .yO is a fixed element of A’. Then 
T is F, and hence Tauberian [CS]. Since D(T) = X is complete, T is 
strongly Tauberian, and is not closed by the Closed Graph Theorem (as T 
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